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Abstract 
The new information technologies and tools are fast revolutionalizing the way 
things are done in the universities, thus challenging the libraries as we know 
them and the librarians as a knowledge worker.  This led to writing this paper, 
towards packaging and marketing information in academic libraries.  in this 
paper, the following were identified, the importance of information, types of 
information available in the libraries, utilization of information available by 
users and explore the effectiveness of packaging and marketing information in 
enhancing users information needs in the academic libraries.  It also 
concluded that information is important and suggested that librarians should 
see packaging and marketing of information as a means of surviving the 
revolution of technologies. 
 
 
Information is a critical economic recourse for national development. No 

society whether developed or developing can aspire to greater height economically, 
socially, politically even technologically without adequate and unhindered flow of 
information. In Nigeria the federal government is striving to gather information on the 
number of unemployed graduates in the country, rate of inflation, rate of violence crime 
to enable it to plan, when information of these issues are gathered and accurate date 
synthesized, the government will be in a better position to articulate policies that will 
solve these problems. Libraries are one of the most effective tools of making such 
materials available to all users. 

 
Onwubuiko and Uzoigwe (2004) in Onwubiko (1995) sees libraries as social 

institutions whose responsibility is to collect, preserve, organize and disseminate 
information materials for the use of all who may be in need of them. That is to say that 
library collection will be of no use if it is not utilized effectively by those it is meant 
for. Furthermore an academic library should be type that can enhance effective teaching 
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and learning processes through researches. Therefore, an academic library’s primary 
functions is to disseminate information, which would ensure that the institution is able 
to fulfill its aim of ensuring that teaching, research and development in achieved.  

 
Academic libraries can be described as an institutions information anchor. The 

students are connected to both materials network of Educational resources as well as 
fellow students. Universities have their own broad aims and objectives to achieve, and 
the university library is expected to help in the attainment of these goals and objectives. 
Ononogbo and Akanwa (2004) also shared the same view, that the Academic library is 
the most important organ in the university because academic worth, intellectual vitality 
and effectiveness of any university depends largely on the state of health and excellence 
of its library, which is its life blood.  

 
Akhidime (2000) argues that the importance of information in human existence 

could never be over emphasized, any academic institution without good information 
dissemination apparatus cannot fulfill its aims and objectives. Therefore, the mission of 
an academic library can be summed up in a few words, viz acquisition, organization and 
dissemination of social, scientific and technological information in responses to needs 
of teaching, research and as support for development.  

 
In support of the responsibility of academic Library Onyelude (2004) opines 

that library services is not that of propaganda but that of generating, collecting, 
synthesizing and disseminating, updating accurate unbiased and relevant information 
available in books, periodicals, bulletins, guides, abstracts, index, bibliographies and 
non book formats, which can be stored and retrieved whenever needed. In other words 
it is the responsibility of the library to identify the information needs of its target 
population, collect the research result and feed the information back to users.  

 
According to Long (1989) information is what results from thoughtful analysis 

manipulation and presentation of data in a form that will enhance the decision making 
process. Abiola (2004) also observes that information is an essential commodity that is 
required in all spheres of human endeavours, war are won and lost due to availability or 
non availability of the right information to close up the communication gap. Nothing is 
more important for mankind than to bring within its reach all those means of 
broadening our horizons, escaping from ourselves and making discoveries which 
literally transform life and make individuals more valuable members of society.  

 
On strategic nature of information, Oyebaji (2004) added that it is important to 

know, how and where information is gathered, how information flows through 
organization and group who requires particular information, what calculations and 
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procedures are used to process information, how people carry out information and how 
and where documents and information are stored. According to Uhegbu (2007) not 
every information available in a society is useful to a person. Just as the human body 
receive a lot of signals from the environment to brain, selects and synthesizes those that 
are useful to the working of the body system and rejects that those are not necessary. So 
many information and information resources are available, the information giver 
chooses that he wants and reject those that are not in line with the function and package 
the materials that will satisfy the interest of the users. It is the duty of the giver to select 
those materials that will satisfy the interest of the users and leaves those that are not.  
 
Statement of Problem  

The emergence and rapid expansion of the internet has brought information to 
the door step of people all over the world. Individual and organizations no longer need 
to be physically present in any particular location or order to transact business, the 
internet has rapidly changed the way individual users and nations communicate with 
each other. According to Uhegbu (2007) even in African society where poverty and 
wants are continuously ravaging and the people almost all persons possess news to give 
out, making information an all comers affairs. Unlike other economic resources that are 
quite scare, information is very abundant in all society be the advanced or rural. Its 
supper abundance makes its dissemination free. It is in the light of this, that the study 
intends to explore the effectiveness of packaging and marketing information in 
enhancing users information needs in the academic libraries.  
 
Purpose of the Study  

The main purpose of the study is to ascertain the extent the emerging and rapid 
expansion of the Internet has gone in academic libraries.  

 
(1) To determine the types of information available in the library. 
(2) To determine the extent of utilization of information resources in academic 

libraries. 
(3) To determine the extent packaging and marketing of information will help users.  
 
Literature Review  

The focus of this study is on packaging and marketing information in Academic 
libraries. Library as source of information has generated massive interest among people 
from all walks of life and many studies have been done by eminent scholars and 
librarians in the areas but much has not been done in packaging and marketing of 
information. It is in the recognition of this that the review of related literature is carried 
out under the following headings.  
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(a) Types of information available in the library  
(b) Utilization of information available by users. 
(c) Effect of packaging and marketing of information  

 
Types of Information Available in the Library  

It is generally accepted that no information user is self sufficient, therefore 
students use academic library resources either for assignment, examination, project 
work or self reading and relaxation. As the basic component of each academic 
programme library help the users to form study habit and become independent readers 
at their early stage of development, not always depend on the knowledge gotten from 
the lecturer. According to Lyle (2000) library provides up-to-date resources to meet the 
greatest challenges of education, thereby contributing to academic achievement in other 
subjects. It provides instructional materials to enrich the curricular, supplement the text 
books, gives users unlimited opportunities for learning and keeping users up-to-date on 
new social, economic and scientific development. Also Attama and Ezeama (2002) 
observe that libraries provide data bases for information system, for sharing knowledge 
and intellectual resources among various counties of the world and ensures that these 
records are communicated to people. As book laboratory, it educate their real and 
potential users on the existence of information already generated so that duplication of 
efforts can be avoided.  

 
Utilization of Information Available by Users      

The advantages developed nations have over developing countries is not 
necessarily measured by the technological advancement but their richness in 
information resources. This has been recognized to provoke the demand for a new 
world information order. In conformity with the above assertion Akanwa (2004) 
observes, our knowledge is measured by our information, for we can only know to the 
extent that we are informed, new knowledge is documented in books and other media 
everyday and data transmitted across the globe by the minute through the information 
supper high way. 

 
Utilization of library services has not matched the pace of growth in collection 

Onwubiko Uzoigwe (2004) suggests the way libraries can help in the utilization of the 
materials. They advises to keep the books on the shelves when not in use. To direct, 
suggest, explain even working for anything in any book. According to Ugwuanyi in 
(2002) to achieve this, the available information must to be know where it is and how to 
get at it.  

 
Since the conventional methods of information search and retrieval may not 

achieve this effectively. Information technology becomes indispensable. However 
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Jeukin (2001) says that many library users have no clear idea of the purpose and 
function of reference collection. Information acquired without users effective utilization 
does not portray efficiency of service. According to Nwosu in (1995) that one fact has 
been established, that any library that is worth its salt must be in a position to make 
available its resources to its users. He concluded by saying that utilization of library 
materials is concerned with the number of information materials that are effectively 
utilized by its users. Therefore users need to know how to use the library materials, if 
they will be academically successful. Eyitayo (1998) observes that reading is often done 
in pursuit of balanced information or knowledge. Every human being needs information 
as a solution to one problem or the other. Reading is an aspect of a complex information 
processing system by the use of words and sentences, a writer passes his desirable 
knowledge or information to his readers. It is though reading that readers understand 
and enjoy the authors communication.  

 
Effect of Packaging and Marketing Information  

Information need of the clientele differ, while a student needs practical 
information to solve specific problem at hand a technologist on the other hand needs 
information on new products, new manufacturing techniques etc. thus information need 
of individuals in any society is influenced by the purpose and goal at hand: then the 
information should be repackaged in such a way as to meet the desired target need of 
the users. The question now is what is packaging: according to Uhegbu (2007) it refers 
to ways of adopting information to suit the desired information need of any user. 
Information can be politics, road accidents in the country, poverty, index rate of 
unemployment. Packaging is of great importance to both the seller and the buyer of 
products. It can prevent spooling, breakage tempering or theft, enhance convenience in 
use storage and make products easier to identify. A significant improvement in 
packaging can even create a new knowledge by expanding the way in which it can be 
used and potential markets. 

 
According to Onwubiko (1996) information repackaging is a grand design to 

the creation of piece of information and disseminating same in more indigenous style 
recognizing the essentially communities orientation nature. Therefore, content 
repackaging would mean to reassemble the content of an information to the taste of a 
particular user or group of users. In Amadi (1981) information content can be presented 
or put in a way that the appreciate user or users may find it difficult to use. It is the duty 
of the information specialists to present the information in a form the can be easily 
understood.  
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Marketing Information  
One of the most critical roles for packaging is to make materials available to the 

users in a shortest period. Packaging attracts attention on the shelf, it also rebuilds 
confidence in the buyer, identify the information or brand and differentiate it from the 
competition. Therefore the information must be easy for the retrieval, to store and stock 
on the shelves or the floor and very simple to process. One of the factors that influence 
the demand of any information is the packaging. A professional may design a fantastic 
way of selling the information and have excellent market but if he cannot find a way to 
make it less costly the information may not easily get into the hands of the users. 

 
Distribution and safety  

Before an information is packaged it is very important that the content is 
analyzed, verified and brought to the knowledge of the users. If an unacceptable portion 
of the information are strained during storage, transportation or during the distribution 
of the information the packaging has failed or if the packaging injuries the user, future 
sales could be lost. In other words packages should ideally be designed to be handle 
normal use by users. Uhegbu  (2001) observes, there are many categories of users as 
well as their qualifications and responsibilities. Their language, sex also vary, as there 
are varied information users their need will also varied. Therefore the information 
should be repackaged in such a way as to meet the line desired target needs of the users.  
 
Time Schedule: Time schedule also determine the use of any information. Not all users 
have time to go to library or leave their place of work at a particular moment to seek for 
information if for instance the information the producer wants to package is for ruler 
area and the people are farmers and are usually available in the evenings, the time for 
meeting them has to be rescheduled so that they can be met. 
 
Proximity: Package information can be made easier for the consumer, if the producer 
and the users are brought into a close proximity. If a user is located in a particular rural 
area and the information packaged on agricultural or health needs. It is meaningless 
asking them to come to the urban centre. The packaged information must be given to 
then in the place where they resides. Likewise if the product injures the user, future 
sales could be lost or the giver could be liable for damages. As a result packaging 
information giver, should be able to consider a residual impact on the content and feel 
of the package. For example packages must be able to withstand the pressure of several 
other information stored, whether related or non related. They must also be able to resist 
moisture and adapt to temperature change and withstand rough handling. 
 
Sales: A quality impression is an important sales requirement for packaging because 
items that are perceived to be of Low quality are usually assumed to be a poor value, 
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regardless of the prices. Therefore every information packaging the producer must be 
able to ensure the reliability. This element of important for products like the new arrival 
or information in the library, if the packaged information attempt to convey poor quality 
massages it will likely fail to connect with the users.  
 
Conclusion: Efforts have been made to discuss packaging and marketing information 
in academic libraries and what information is all about. Its importance  to human beings 
and where to find it. Due to the natural abundance of information, individuals and 
organizations no longer need to be physically presence in any particular location in 
order to transact business. Thereby changed that way of natural communication to each 
other. It is very important here to state that no matter the nature and understanding of 
information it is one of the factors of survival both for the individual and organizations. 
Librarians must start seeing packaging of information as an investment, not a cost if 
they want to remain competitive.  
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